
 
 

TOP 10 REASONS TO TAKE A LARRY COHEN CRUISE 
*** 

 

10) His cruises are never over-crowded. There is always a strict cutoff when the event is full. He does 

start a wait list......just in case! 

 

9)  He is always reliably supplied with good, new cards, bidding boxes and accoutrements for his 

classes and games. 

 

8) He is not pushy with selling his Books, CD's, or future cruises. 

 

7) He has lots of classes and games whenever possible without all of the "fluff". 

 

6) He covers a variety of topics for all levels above beginner. They include topics such as: declarer 

play, defense and bidding. His handouts or booklets are well written and typed! 

 

5) He's accessible for all of your questions. You won't find him hiding in his room! 

 

4) He brings a lot of great humor to the room! So the classes won't be boring. Everyone will have a 

great time. 

 

3) He always has four lesson deals so that you can see the hands and really learn the topic that has 

been covered. He also uses his inventive plastic guide card to show the contract and lead! No 

getting off to a bad start! 

 

2) Larry uses a Vu-graph screen presentation that shows all 52 cards and the auction. Compare this 

to tiny flip charts or hand-written white boards! 

 

1) Larry has that rare quality of being able to explain a difficult bridge concept to everyone! Few 

people have the ability to win 25 National Championships and then teach. He tells me that the key is 

in teaching people to think rather than memorize. He likes to say "students won't get left at the station 

while the train is down the tracks."  

 

He is on topic, logical, informative, and entertaining! What more can you ask for?!! 

 

I hope you enjoyed the list and will consider a bridge cruise with Larry soon. 

 

Dawn Ligon 

Marketing Director, Bridge with Larry Cohen 

 


